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Because of the need to perform comparisons between transportation systems that are likely

to have significantly different level_ of risk, both because of differing degrees of freedom in

achieving desired performance levels and their different _ates of development and

utilization, an approach has been developed for performing early comparisons of

transportation architectures explicitly taking into account quantitative measures of

uncertainty and resulting risk. The approach considers the uncertainty associated with the
achievement of technology goah, the effect that the achieved level of technology will have on

transportation system performance and the relationship between transportation system

performance/capability and the ability to accommodate variations in payload mas_. The

consequences of system performance are developed in terms of expected values and

associated standard deviations of nonrecurring, recurring and the present value of

transportation system life cycle costs. Typical results are presented to illustrate the

application of the methodology.

The STARS methodology was developed by Mr. Joel S. Greenberg who also authored this

report. He was assisted by Mr. John Best who implemented the STARS Model and by Ms.

Carole Gaelick who was responsible for the structure of the STARS input/output system-

The reported work was performed under the technical direction of Dr. John Mankins,

NASA Headquarters.
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In order to make informed choices with respect to investments that will lead to lower cost and
internationally competitive space transportation systems it is necessary to evaluate and compare
options that are in various stages of research, development and operation and therefore are faced
with different levels of risk. This implies that comparisons should be based upon metrics that
explicitly and quantitatively include risk related measures as well as expected value measures. In
addition, since a major goal of technology programs is risk reduction, it is necessary to measure
the impacts of risk reduction on future decisions and costs. This requires metrics that include
measures of risk. Convenient and informative metrics include the expected value and standard
deviation of the present value of space transportation system life cycle cost and expected value
and standard deviation of savings resulting from a Wanst_rtation system relative to a base case.
This implies that each considered transportation system alternative or architecture should be
descn'bed in terms of a pair of attn_outes{m,s} that relate to expected life cycle cost [or savings]
and the variability of life cycle cost [or savings] in terms of its standard deviation, respectively.

There are a relatively large number of space transportation architectures that may be appropriate
for consideration as a highly reusable space transportation system [HRST] with the potential to
significantly reduce Earth to low Earth orbit transportation costs. These include various single
stage to orbit [SSTO], two stage to orbit [TSTO] architectures possibly in combination with
current and enhanced ELVs. Each of these architectures requires a different mix of R&D and
capital investment and results in d_fferent performance, schedule and operational cost
uncertainties and associated levels of risk) _'3

There are three degrees of freedom associated with the development of new architectures:
performance, cost and schedule. R is not pos_le to fix all three but may be possible to fix two.
For example, if it is desired to achieve a specified level of performance, then cost [and possibly
schedule] must be considered as an uncertainty variable. _ If cost and schedule are specified, then
performance must be considered as an uncertainty variable. In order to simplify the initial
analysis that explicitly and quantitatively considers risk, it is assumed that all schedules are
known and that either or both performance and cost are specified with resulting development cost
risk and/or performance risk._

Greenberg, J.S., "Reliability, Uncertainty and Risk Analysis of Space Systems - A
Methodology for Decision Making," AMS Report No. 1085, Princeton University, December
1972.

2 Greenberg, J.S., and G.A. Hazelrigg, "Methodology for Reliability-Cost-Risk analysis of
Satellite Networks," Journal of SpacecraR and Rockets, Vol. 11, No. 9, September 1974.

3 Greenberg, J.S., "A Simulation Analysis of Space Operations," IAA-87-621, 38th
International Astronautical Federation Congress, October 1987.

4 A variable that can only be described by a range of uncertainty and the form of the
uncertainty [i.e., a probability density function] within the range.

5 A detailed analysis of risk associated with architectures that rely on the development of new

technology and/or significant advances in technology requires the use of an R&D simulation

Princeton Synergetics, Inc. April 1997



The objective is to establish both the expected value and the standard dev/ation of the present
value of the life cycle cost associated with performing a specified mission model 6 with alternative
space transportation arch/tectures. Since Certain highly reusable space transportation 0-IRST)
systems may not satisfy all mission rcqu/remcnts (for example, inclination angles), arch/tectures
may include both HRST systems and expendable launch systems. The life cycle costs include the
nonrecurring cost associated with the development of the _rtation architectures, capital
costs associated with launch facilities and launch vehicle fleets, Wansportation recurring costs,
payload nonrecurring costs and recurring costs (particularly as efl'ected by the different space
transportation architectures), and the relative tinting of all of the costs. The payload
considerations must take into account the effect of transportation margins on payload design
margins and the ensuing impact on payload cost.

Because of the complexity of the analysis of space transportation architectures, it is not
reasonable to seek a closed mathematical solution for the development of risk metrics. Therefore

Monte Carlo simulation techniques are utilized for the development of both expected value and
risk measures. The Monte Carlo techniques make pessfole the determination of the probability
distribution of the net present value of life cycle cost and related savings associated with different
space transportation architectures.

_iii_i!_iii._ii_i_!_!iii_iiii._i_i_iiiiii_:_!_!_i_iiiii_iiiiii_!_!_i_ii!_i_i_i_i_i_iii.ii_i_ii_!_iiiiii_iiiiiii_ii_i.:ii_i_iiiii_iii_iiiiiii_iiiiii_i_i_ii_iii_iii_i_i_i_:_iiiiiii_i_i!_i_i_i!iiiii!i_ii_iiiiiii_i!_._i_i_i_ii._i_i_iiii_i...iiii_!_ii_i_i_iii_!_ii:.:_:!i!._i!_iiii÷ii_ii_.-'_!_.:_ii.-iii_ii_i_iiiiiiiiii_iiiiiiiiiii_i_i
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Simulation may be defined as the imitative representation of the functioning of one system or
process by means of the functioning of another. The computer simulation of space transportation
architectures attempts to represent the development and operation of alternative space
transportation architectures as a series of logical cost incurring events that occur over an
emended period of time where the occurrence and cost of an event may be dependent upon the
previous events. When the characterization of events requires one or more probabilistic
descriptors, the simulation process may employ Monte Carlo techniques. Monte Carlo implies
performing a large number [pos,_'blymeasured in hundreds to thousands] of simulations utilizing
the same deterministic mathematical model and/or algorithms but randomly selecting a set of
input data according to the probability density functions [uncertainty profiles] that characterize
the input data set. This is illustrated in Figure 1. The uncertainty profiles frequently represent

subjective judgments with respect to the range and form [within the range] of uncertainty.

approach such as RADSIM as described by G.A. Hazelrigg and J.S. Greenberg in "Cost
Estimating for Technology Programs," IAA-91-638, 42nd Congress of the International
Astronautical Federation, 1991 and PSI's report entitled "Cost Estimating for Technology
Programs" submitted to NASA Hq. July 1990.

In the current approach the mission model is assumed to be invariant as a function of
architecture. In actuality, the different architectures may result in different costs [and prices]

which will effect demand for space transportation services, hence the mission model. To
take this into account would require a value to be ascribed to payloads [missions] not flown
because of increased cost. This is well beyond the current activity.

Princeton Synergetics, Inc.
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The random sampling, according to the weighting of the probability density functions, allows a
large number of different combinations of situations to be examined. The results of each of the
many simulations are saved to create histograms or probability distn_oudons of pertinent
computed quantities [such as life cycle cost]. These results may be sttmmadzed in the form of
expected values and standard deviations 7with the latter being indicative of the risk or variability
associated with the overall architecture as a result of uncertainty associated with the various input
variables. The mathematical model and�or algorithms serve to transform the input data

uncertainty profiles into risk characterizations through the mechanism of random sampling

coupled with large number of repetitions.

As will become evident, Monte Carlo simulation is well suited for the risk analysis of space

Because of the relatively large number of variables associated with the simulation of space
Wanslx_rtation architectures, the probability distn'butions of the present value of life cycle
cost and savings approach normality and the standard deviation [i.e., riskmeasttre] takes on
the meaning of the standard deviation of a normal distn'bufion.
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transportation architectttres. The modeling approach for performing comparisons of

transportation alternatives that explicitly and quantitatively considers risk, considers generic

single and two stage to orbit concepts based upon fully reusable, partially reusable and

expendable systems.

The objective is to establish the probability distribution of the present value of life cycle costs of

performing a mission model over an extended period of time. The life cycle cost takes into

account the noarecurring costs, fleet and launch facih'ty capital investments, annual

transportation cost, and payload nonrecurring and recurring cost as effected by achieved

transportation system capabilities. The probability distn_oution of life cycle cost is developed by

performing a large number of Monte Carlo simulation runs wherein for each run a single value of

capability, nonrecurring and other costs are established and a single present value of life cycle

cost establishe& This is repeated a large number of times resulting in a histogram or probability

density fun_on for the present value of life cycle cost. The current methodology operates at a

vezy high level of abstraction. In the future, detailed models can be developed that provide the

Princeton Synergeti_ Inc..
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level of detail necessary for replacing the high level of abstraction with more details. This is
discussed further in following paragraphs. The intent is to first provide a course screen and
create finer screens when found to be necessary.

In the following paragraphs the methodology is descnl_ed for architectures that are based upon
single and multiple stage s stage systems in combination with ELVs, as required to satisfy the fly-
off of a mission model.

Single Stage To Orbit Architectures:

The basic approach [Figure 2] is to randomly sample a subjective assessment [provided in the
form of a probability density function and referred to as an uncertainty profile] of achieved

capability [for example, injected mass]? The random sampling of the injected mass probability
density function will result in the determination of the probability that the minimum acceptable
capability will not be exceeded [P, ]. However, an implied assumption is that funding will be
provided so as to at least achieve the minimum acceptable level of capability. Thus, if a random
sample of achieved capability is obtained that is less than the minimum acceptable level of
capability, the m/n/mum acceptable level of capability is assumed to be achieved at the maximum

value of the a priori estimate of nonrecurring cost. If the random sample of achieved capability
results in a level of capability greater than the design point capability, the random sample will be
set equal to the design point or accepted as computed [the choice being specified as input data].
In the former case the assumption is that the "design point" will not be exceeded, i.e., fending
will be adjusted accordingly. Thus there is a probability Pb that the minimum cost will be

achieved (synonymous with the probability of exceeding the design point) and a probability P,
that the maximum cost will be achieved [synonymous with the probability of achieving the
minimum acceptable level of capability].

If the random sample of achieved capability is less than the design point and greater than the
minimum acceptable level of capability, the a priori assessment of nonrecurring cost wiU be
randomly sampled to establish a nonrecurring cost between the specified minimum and
maximum values. When this process is performed a large number of times, the nonrecurring cost
probability distribution is established that takes into account the a priori assessment of
nomecurring cost uncertainty [at a specific design point] and the a priori assessment of
performance or achieved capability uncertainty. Cost spreading of nonrecurring cost must be
specified so that appropriate timing of annual nonrecurring cost may be established.

In addition to using the random sample of achieved level of capability to develop the
nonrecurring cost probability distribution, the random sample is used to establish available
payload design margins. This a posteriori payload design margin is defined as

P/L Margin = [A Priori P/L Design Margin] + [Achieved Injected Mass

Capability / Design Point Injected Mass Capability] - 1

Since payload design margin is effected by the achieved level of transportation capability, and

In the current methodology, multiple stages are limited to two [2].

In the present Figures, all probability distn_butions are indicated as being continuous. In
actuality, input data descriptors will be limited to minimnm maximum and most likely
estimates and therefore result in triangular distributions.

Princeton Synerge6cs, Inc. April 1997
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since P/L cost is related to design margin, it is necessary to develop a relationship between P/L
cost and design margin. To accomplish this subjective estimates may be provided for P/L

nonrecurring cost per unit mass, as indicated in Figure 3, at a specified or a priori P/L design
margin which is based upon achievement of the transportation system design point level of
capability. Referring to Figure 3, it is assumed that when P/L margin decreases, then the
mum cost remains the same and the maximum [and most likely] cost increases. It is

assumed that the uncertainty profile remains the same but the range of uncertainty is changed.
This range change _ the estimation of a sensitivity coe_cient that relates nonrecurring
cost increase to decrease in P/L margin. This sensitivity co_cient of P/L design margin is
described in terms of a second order polynomial. In a similar manner, when P/L margin
increases, then the maximum remains the same and the mum [and most likely] cost
decreases.

Single Stage To Orbit fleet capital investment) ° launch facility investment, transportation system

delivery cost per unit mass and payload recurring cost per unit mass are also established using
random sampling of specified ranges of uncertainty and weighted by a triangular probability
distn_bution based upon the specification of maximum, minimum, and most likely values. Since
there may not be a one for one conespondence between the number of satellites developed and
satellites flown, an estimate is required of the ratio of satellites flown to satellites developed.
Finally, an estimate of delivered payload mass [at the a priori design margin] is required as a

lo No consideration has been given to the estabfishment of fleet size and the associated
implications of reliability, resiliency and system operability.

Princeton Synerge_ues, Inc.
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function of lime. To maintain flext_oility for comparison purposes, allowance is made for the use
of ELVs during transition to the reusable system and for those payloads that for one reason or
another, will likely be launched by ELV$. Thus when comparing architectures, the annual
payload mass delivered to LEO is maintained as constant across the architectures.

As a result, annual cost can be established as:

Annual CostfLR)= Nomecurring Transportation System Cost(I,R) + Fleet Capital
InvestmenffI,R) + Launch Facih'ty Capital InvestCI,R) + [RLV
Transport. Sys. Cost per Unit Mass(R) + K * Payload Nonrecurring
Cost per Unit Mass(LR) + Payload Recurring Cost per Unit Mass(I,R)]
• [Payload Delivered Mass(I) * F(I)] + [ELV Transportation System
Cost per Unit Mass(R) + K * Payload Nonrecurring Cost per Unit
Mass(I,R) + Payload Recurring Cost per Unit Mass(R)] * [Payload
Delivered Mass(D * (1 - F0))]

where K is the ratio of satellites developed to satellites flown [or stated another way, the
reciprocal of the average number of P/Ls per mission], I is an index that refers to time [i.e.,
years], R is the Monte Carlo run index and F(I) is the fraction of payload mass placed into orbit
on a reusable launch vehicle. Thus each variable containing an R index will be dimensioned
according to the specified number of simulation runs to be performed. The present value of life
cycle costs, PVLCC, is

PVLCC(R) = Y.[Annual Cos't0,R)] / [1 + d]t
I

where d is the discount rate. The expected value (m) and standard deviation (_) of the
distribution of PVLCC are given by

m = [ Y. PVLCC(R)] / MAXR
R

= [ { Y. PVLCC(R) 2 } / MAXR - m 2 ]o.5

R

where MAXR is the number of Monte Carlo runs performed.

To establish the expected value and standard deviation (i.e., risk) of a single stage to orbit
architecture, the following types of data are required: u

• Design point and minimum acceptable injected [into LEO] mass capability.

• Minimum, maximum and most likely achievable inject_ mass [into LEO] capability.
• A priori minimum, maximum and most likely Single Stage To Orbit nonrecurring cost.

• A priori minimmn, maximum and most likely Single Stage To Orbit LEO delivery cost per
unit payload mass.

• A priori minimum, maximum and most likely Single Stage To Orbit capital cost per vehicle.
• A priori minimum, maximum and most likely launch complex investment.
• Number of vehicles in the Single Stage To Orbit fleet.

_1 Specific data requirements are presented in the following pages.

Princeton Synergeacs, Inc. April 1997



In addition, data must be provided for the following types of variables that may be reasonably
assumed to be independent of transportation system architecture:

, Minimum, maximum and most likely payload nonrecurring cost per unit mass at the
nominal payload design margin with the design point injected mass capability.

• Sensitivity of payload nonrecurring cost to decreasing payload design margin.
4 Minimnm, maximum and most likely payload recurring cost per unit mass at the nominal

payload design margin with the design point injected mass capability.
• Sensitivity of payload recurring cost to decreasing payload design margin.
• Nominal payload design margin.

• Average number of payloads launched per missiom
• Annual payload mass delivered to LEO at nominal payload design margin.

Finally, cost spreading functions need to be specified to establish reasonable timing of
expenditures for present value computations.

Two Stage To Orbit Architectures:

A two stage to orbit system is presumed to consist of an upper stage having both performance and
cost uncertainty that are conditional upon the performance achieved by the lower stage. The
general approach for considering the effect of the first-stage upon the TSTO second-stage
nomecurring costs is illustrated in Figure 4. R is also presumed that both the performance and
cost of each stage must be described, a priori, in terms of probability distributions as in the case
of the Single Stage To Orbit. The major difference between the TSTO and SSTO analyses is that
the a priori probability distribution of second- stage performance is specified given the first- stage
design point. The analysis proceeds (using Monte Carlo simulation techniques) by randomly
sampling the first-stage achieved capability probability dism'bution. If the sample results in a
capability less than the minimum acceptable value, the maximum nonrecurring cost is utilized,
otherwise the a priori probability distn'bution of nonrecurring cost is sampled. When this process
is repeated a large number of times, the a posteriori probability distn_oution of cost is established
with the maximum cost occurring with a probability P._. The second-stage a priori probability
distribution of capability is also randomly sampled with a new level of capability being
established based upon the sampled capabilities of both stages. This implies that a functional

relationship exists between first- and second-stage performance.

The a posteriori probability distributions of second-stage performance and nonrecurring cost are
established by setting the achieved capability to the minimum acceptable value and the cost to the
maximum value when the random sample of capability is less than the minimum acceptable
capability level. Similarly, if the capability [as adjusted to reflect the first-stage capability]
exceeds design point, the a posteriori capability is set equal to the design point and the cost is set
equal to the minimum of the range of costs. If the random sample is between these two extremes
then the probability distribution of capability and cost are sampled. This results in the a
posteriori nonrecurring cost distributions as indicated in Figure 4 with the indicated probabilities
P,2 and Pb2. In addition to using the random sample of achieved level of capability to develop the
nonrecurring cost probability distribution, the random sample is used to establish available
payload design marg_s. The P/L design margins take into account the capability established for
both stages and are used to modify the a priori P/L nonrecurring cost per unit mass estimates.

As for the SSTO case, TSTO fleet capital investment, launch facility investment, transportation
system deliveD' cost per unit mass and payload recurring cost per unit mass are also established.
Since there may not be a one for one correspondence between the number of satellites developed

PrincetonSynerge_ Inc.. April 1997
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and satellites flown, an estimate is required of the ratio of satellites flown to satellites developed.

Finally, an estimate of delivered payload mass [at the a priori design margin] is required as a

function of time. Allowances may be required for first-stage reliability/reusability.

As a result, annual cost is establishedasdescribed for the SSTO. The SSTO and TSTO life cycle

costs as computed by the above process arc comparable since they include both the expected value

and risk dimensions. Differences are reflected in the computed a posteriori probability

distributions which then result in different expected values and risk.

The Two Stage To Orbit analysis requires the specification of at least the following key data
items:

• First-stage design point and minimum acceptable level of capability.

, First-stage minimum, maximum and most likely achievable capability.

• First-stage a priori minimum, maximum and most likely nonrecurring cost.

• Second-stage design point and minimum acceptable level of capability.

• Second-stage minimum, maximum and most likely achievable capability at the first-stage

design point

• Second-stage a priori minimum, maximum and most likely nonrecurring cost.

Princeton Synergelics, Inc. April 199 7
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• Functional relationship between first- and second-stage capabilities.
• A priori minimum, maximum and most likely Two Stage To Orbit LEO delivery cost per

unit payload mass.
• A priori minimum, maximum and most likely Two Stage To Orbit capital cost per vehicle.
• A priori minimum, maximum and most likely Munch complex investment.
• Number of vehicles in the Two Stage To Orbit fleet.

In addition, the same data must be provided as for the Single Stage To Orbit for the variables that
may be reasonably assumed to be independent of transportation system architecture and cost
spreading functions need to be specified to establish reasonable timing of expenditures for present
value computations.

A Typical HRST Architecture:

The following discussion is presented to clarify and expand upon the use of the STARS Model.
The discussion uses a Maglev architecture as a typical example of an HRST architecture. The
data u"ttlizedand the results obtained are presented for illustrative purposes only and should not
be taken as a definitive analysis and/or evaluation of a Maglev Architecture.

"Maglev Architecture" refers to an Earth to orbit [ETO] launch concept that employs a catapult
that uses superconducting maglev to achieve dramatically augmented payload capacity in ETO
transportation systems, while reducing mission costs. I_-I_ Unlike other "gun" concepts, the
Maglev architecture does not require extremely high accelerations, does not involve radical

changes in payload [i.e., spacecraft] design or components, and does not require very high launch
rates to achieve economical operations.

Maglev is straightforward in its conception. The payload capacity of a wide range of vehicles -
but especially SSTO vehicles - can be significantly increased with the provision of a relatively
small 'assist' during the first minute of the launch to LEO by means of a ground-based catapult
systen_ Maglev provides this assist via an advanced, high-speed maglev guldeway and carrier
vehicle[s]. The system - depicted in Figure 5 - consists of the following major elements:

0 A highly robust structural support system [to altitude], typically a tunnel inside a mountain
[acceleration phase, having a length of several miles], and an external gnideway support
system on the mountain [deceleration phase, also having a length of several miles].

A long maglev guideway, including the accelerator system and the carrier decelerator.
Typically, the accelerator system will be enclosed in a tunnel [or pressurized mbe] which will
be filled with a gas at partial pressure - i.e., Helium - with a low density and a high speed of
sound.

A local power supply system, such as a superconducting magnetic energy storage system,
which may be charged from the local power grid and then discharged during a launch
sequence. Other options exist [such as using a battery of gas turbines for direct power

12 ]_lfinkins, J.C, "lvlagl_er: An Advanced Concept for Rodticing the Cost of Earth-to-Orbit
Transportation," a NASA White Paper, December 5, 1993.

,3 Mankins, J.C., "The Maglifler: An Advanced Concept Using Electro-Magnetic Propulsion in
Reducing the Cost of Space Launch," AIAA 94-2726, 30 thJoint Propulsion Conference, June
1994.

Princeton Synergetlcs, Inc.
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Figure 5 A Typical Maglev Concept [Source: Mankins, December 1993]

generation during launch]. The final choice would be based on the results of studies of life
cycle costs, R&D investment values, etc.

¢ A setoffullyreusablenmglcv'accelerator-carriers"whichprovidetheinitialaccelerationfor

thevehiclestobe launched.Thesecarriers,which may needtobe 'ganged'forlaunching

largervehicles,would accommodate 'cradles'capableof structuralsupportto vehicles

during acceleration as well as rapid, controlled release at the appropriate point in the
catapult sequence. They would also provide any needed support for vehicles during the
launch sequence [approximately 1 minute in duration].

A Lannch/Exitsystemwhichwillprovidea managed transitionfromtheenvironmentinside
thetunneland on theguidewaytofreeflightintheexternalenvironment.Activccontrolof

both the vehicle and the accelerator-carrier will be required during the transition.

A Staging Facility, including maglev carrier staging, vehicle-carrier integration, launch
vehicle staging [specific to vehicles and payloads], servicing and maintenance facilities, and
anoperationscontrolcenter.

Typically, the vehicle launch would emerge from the Magic-,, system at an altitude of
approximately 10,000 feet, at velocities of about 600 mph. At exit from the launch system, the
angle of the velocity vector of the center of gravity of the vehicle would be approximately 45
degrees [measured from the local horizontal]. The maximum acceleration during the

acceleration phase of launch would be approximately 3 gravities. All of these parameters are
subject to variation through design trades and analyses currently underway.

Princeton Synergetics, Inc. April 1997
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ARCHITECTURE SUMMARY

Architecture Description:

Reference Number:.

Start of HRV Operations:

Can ExceedDesign Point:

Stage 1

Stage 2

[Argus wittt Maqlifter I I

T_cal E: ample: Geon:jia Tectt - AE I I

100: I Date: 4/11/971

1

1

E_pe=ed
Trans. Sys. Nonre¢. Cost 5,4161
HRV Unit Cost ' 7041

HRV Fleet Investment

Infrastructure Investment

Launch CostJIJnit PL Mass
PL Nonrec. Cost/Unit Mass 421

PL Rec. CostJUnit Mass 20__.___J
Pf. Design Margin

Infinite Horizon Discounting

Present Value of Oper. Sys. LCC
Present Value of Tech. Ping.

Std. Dev.

242 (MS)
725

522 (MS)

0.00 0<$/kg)

3.97 (K$/kg)

1.21 (K$1kg)
4.23 (_)

_---'ri7--_ (Ms)
,(MS)

Figure 6 Architecture Summary Information

A typical set of asStLrflptiogs 14describing a Maglev architecture are presented in the Appendix in

the form of data for the STARS Model. Associated with this data are the computed results in
terms of annual and life cycle costs.

STARS developed results are presented in a series of reports as illustrated in Figures 6 through 9

[based upon the data provided in the Appendix].. Figure 6 presents information that provides an

overview of the architecture being analyzed. All computed results include both expected and
standard deviation values. Of particular importance ate the present value expected value and

standard deviation data that provides the basic information for the comparison of alternative

architectures. The "Infinite Horizon Discounting?" response indicates whether infinite horizon

discounting is considered or discounting within the specified life cycle cost time fi'ame [finite] is

considered. Figure 7 provides an annual cost summary of the considered architecture. Figure 7
indicates the annual nonrecurring and recurring costs. The noareozrdng cost includes HRV

stage 1, HRV stage 2, infrastructure, HRV payload, ELV payload [when ELV flights are required

in conjunction with HRV flights to place the mission model payloads into orbit], HRV fleet

investment, HRV fleet replacement, and research and technology costs. The recurring cost

includes HRV launch operations, ELV launch operations, and HRV and ELV payload recurring

costs. Figure 8 presents the architecture annual costs in graphic form with expected

nonrecurring, reozrdng and total costs illustrated as a function of time. Figure 9 summarizes the
architecture nonrecurring, recurring and total cost on a cumulative basis.

Bases upon data provided by Dr. John Olds, Georgia Institute of Technology.
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Architecture Description:

Reference Numl0er:

Start of HRV Operations:

HRV Stage 1

HRV Stage 2
Infrastructure

HRV Payloads

ELV Payloads
Fleet Investment

Reef Replacement

Technology Program

Total Nonrecurring Cost

° Std. Deviation •

ARCHITECTURE ANNUAL COST (MS)

A_us _ Maqllfler

T_:_ical Example: Geo_ia Tech - AE

1003 t
20101 Year
2009

39

463_

0

0

15.651

422

0

0

16,575

1673

Date:

2010 2011 2012 2013 2014

0i 0 0 01 ¢

231 0 0 0 (;

0 0 0 0 O

0 3,723 10.110 19.842 22.258

17.203 14,553 10.015 2.229 1.160
211 0 0 0 0

0 106 106 106 106

0 0 0 0 0

17,645 18,382 20.2"30 21,977 23.523

1832 1655 1354 1886 2061

HRV Launch Ops. 0 0 79 214 416 472

ELV Launch Ops. 5,870 6,124 5.262 3,572! 771 414

HRV Payloads 0 01 5,212! 14.154 27,499 31.161

ELV Payloads 22,326_ 24.112 20.7161 14,0(]5 3,036i 1,830

Total Recurring Cost 27,996, 30,235 31,271 32.006 31,7231 33.677

"Std. Deviation • 139oI 1501 1303 1179 1679 1902I

Total Annual Cost

"$td. Deviation"
I '_'571147.861149.853152._I 53.59,I 5z200I

21751 23561 2106[ 17961 2525l 28051

4/11/971

Figure 7 Architecture Annual Cost Summary
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Figure 8 Graphical Representation of Architecture Annual Cost
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Figure 9 Graphical Representation of Architecture Cumulative Cost

ARCHiTECTURE SUMMARY

Architecture Desc,'iptlon:

Reference Number.

IAKjus with Macjlitter [ [

ITypica=E: ample: Geon_fa Tecn- AE I J
Date: [ 4/11/971

Start of HRV Operations: [ 20101

Can Exceed Design Point:

Stage 1 f 1

Stage 2 1

Expected
Trans. Sys. Nonrec. Cost 5,418
HRV Unit Cost 704

HRV Fleet Investment 2,112

Infrastructure _nvestment 2,333

Launc_ CosUUnit PL Mass 5

PL Nonrec. CosUUnit Mass 0

PL Rec. Cost/Unit Mass 0

PL Design Margin 5

Infinite Horizon DLscounting N

Present Value of OlDer. Sys. LCC 36325

Present Value of Tech. Prog. i

Sld. Oev.

522

0.00 O(,_g)

o.oo !O<_g)
o.ooro<_g)
4.23_(%)

T771(M$)
. ,(MS)

Figure 10 Architecture Summary Information with Payload Related
Costs Eliminated
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Figure 11 Graphical Representation of Architecture Annual Cost with
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The dominance of payload related costs can be observed by setting the payload recurring and
nonrecurring costs per unit mass to zero. Obtained resultsare illustrated in Figures 10 and 11
and indicate only transportation related costs.

Comparison of Architectures:

The economic comparison of advanced space transportation architectures involves establishing
cash flow patterns that occur over many years; thus, it is de,sired to present the results of analyses
in terms of the present value of costs. The present value [previously indicated as PVLCC(R)]
takes into account the magnitude and the timing of cash flow patterns, was previously discussed
and defined as the summation of future annual costs discounted to the present. Also as
previously described, the annual costs entering into the present value computation are not
deterministic quantities because of the uncertainties in predicting level of achieved performance,
and recurring and nonrecurring costs. Thus the present value of costs must also be characterized
by a probability distribution which can be summarized in terms of its expected value, m, and
standard deviation, a, with the latter indicating the risk dimension.

Since the present value of life cycle cost of each transportadon architecture is characterized by
both an expected value and a standard deviation [i.e., the risk dimension], a tradeoff between
expected cost and risk must be made to select a best or most desired alternative. This is

illustrated in Figure 12 where all of the points in the m-_ space represent alternatives that will
result in satisfying a specified mission model. Indicated are alternatives 1 and 2 having the same
level of risk (i.e., ct = ¢r2), but the expected present value of cost of alternative 1 is greater than

PrincetonSynergalc& Inc.
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Figure 12 General Problem of Decision Making Under Uncertainty

that of alternative 2. Therefore, alternative 2 is preferable to alternative 1. In a similar manner,
it can be argued that alternative 4 is preferable to alternative 3. Also in a similar manner,
alternative 3 is preferable to alternative 1 since both have the same expected present value of
cost, but alternative 1 is riskier. This processcan be continued with all alternatives being
considered. In the limit, it can be seen that a flontier of "best" alternatives can be established.

Each of the points or alternatives represented by the frontier are different in the respect that the
n'sk and expected present value are differenL The class of best alternatives has thus been

obtained and the "best" alternative can be selected based on the decision maker's risk judgment.
That is, the decision maker must decide what the tradeoff is between a reduction in expected
present value of cost and an accompanying increase in risk.

The analysis and the determination of expected present value and risk makes it possible to
identify and then focus attention on those alternatives that appear to be most attractive [i.e., lie on
or are close to the frontier of best alternatives]. In accompfishing this it is necessary to compare
alternatives on a common basis. To achieve this common basis a demand scenario [i.e., mass
delivered to orbit as a function of time] has been assumed. However, demand will most likely be
related to transportation price [so far only cost has been considered] and architectures having
significantly different costs [and prices] will ultimately have to be considered as well as their
effect on payload demand through price elasticity considerations. All is not lost, however. Since

architectures that are not significantly different in cost are likely to be compared, utilizing the
same demand scenario may still give reasonably comparative results. In addition, utilizing a
common demand scenario is likely to overstate the cost differences between architectures without

changing the order of desirability. In any event, to totatly avoid this problem would require the
development of a pricing and demand component for STARS and the consideration of metrics
other than present value of life cycle costs.

Princefon Synergetics, Inc.
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The present STARS Methodology results in the estimation of the expected value and standard

deviation of the present value of life cycle cost. The implication is that informed choices can be

made with respect to identifying preferred architectures using cost based metrics. The decision

problem and process becomes more complex when private sector involvement in the architecture

is required and decisions go beyond the theoretical identification of the best alternative. For

example, the present value of the amount spent by government on a technology program must be

equal to or less than the present value of the savings that are likely to result for the government.

The savings are clearly related to the price that the government must pay for the resulting private

sector provided transportation services.

When government owns and operates the transportation system, price and cost are the same.
However, if the private sector own and operates the resulting transportation system [as is today's

goal], government cost and resulting savings will be based upon prim sector business decisions.

These decisions ultimately result in a pricing policy that provides an adequate rate or return on

investment to offset risk perceptions. Thus, decisions relating to the development and funding of

a technology program must consider both the public and private sectors' roles with the
architectures.

To bring private sector concerns into the analysis requires that the STARS Model be modified so

as to capture the essence of the role of the private sector and related investment decisions. This

implies the development of a business planning model as an integral part of STARS with

particular attention paid to pricing policies and market segmented demand elasticities. A

number of pricing policies should be addressed: for example, pricing to maximize profit but with

prices constrained by competitive pricing, and two-tier pricing [a government price for a
specified duration or total delivered mass with commercial pricing to maximize profits].

The modeling challenge is to work at a reasonable level of abstraction without getting bogged

down in the minutia ofbnsiness financial analysis.

L I

I_!!_i_.]_i_._i!ii!ii_!_i_._iii_!_iii._i!_i_i!!!_i_ii_]_i_iiii!!_!!!:_i_i_i!i]:"_._::_!:":"!i_::ii_ii]!::!ii_-_!i!i!ii__i_!!!i!i.-":'_i_.m..__ii i..,._iliiiiiiii!i_ili]!iw.:..:!i_i_ii!_ii.>.:iiiii::_i_ii:-::!!ii]_i!_iiii!i.::::-::ii_i[iii_iii_i._!!_i_ii_iii_.ii!_i_!i!_iiii_.i!i!!!!!!..?_iii!_.!!_!!_iii_iii_;_

A methedology for performing comparisons of transportation architectures that explicitly and

quantitatively considers risk has been developed including the appropriate sol,tare for operation

in Excel within the Windows environment. The methodology, developed for comparisons

between arckitectures that are based upon Single and Two Stage To Orbit concepts, and is

applicable to a broad range of transportation architectures, takes into account the uncertainty

with respect to achievement of technology goals, the effect that the achieved level of technology

will have on transportation system performance and the relationship between transportation

system performance capability and the ability to accommodate variations in payload mass. The

consequences of system performance are developed in terms of nonrecurring, recurring and the

present value of transportation system life cycle costs. Transportation system impacts on payload

47
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costs are also taken into account in the development of life cycle costs. The results are in a form

that will allow future space transportation system options to be compared explicitly taking into
account expected present value of transportation system life cycle cost and the associated level

of risk as indicated by the standard deviation of the present value of life cycle costs.

The current system presumes that informed choices can be made with respect to identifying

preferred architcetures using cost based metrics. Cost-based mcffics are well suited to

government operations aimed at cost minimi7.ation [within a given set of objectives]. However,

when commercial operations become an important part of the architecture being considered,

other metrics need to be considered that more adequately reflect private sector concerns. These

metrics relate to business financial performance and include profit and ROI concerns. Since

financial performance depends upon both revenue and cost it is recommended that the STARS

Model be modified to include pricing alternatives and demand [by market segment] elasticities.

Pricing decisions based upon bnsiness financial viability may not lead to the same government

cost savings that are indicated through a life cycle cost analysis and cost-based metrics.

Princeton Synergetlcs, In_
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Data Requirements (Definition of Input Variables)

The following is the set of input variables that are used in the STARS Model. Th_se variables
are defined below and are organized for data entry into a series of user friendly input data s_reens
in EXCEL.

APLMARG A pn_r__ d_ margin. (%)

APLMASS(D

CSHRVFI(N)

Annual payload mass delivered to low Earth orbit. (kg/yr)

Percent (%) of fleet investment spent in year N. Cost spreading is
backward in time with N=I being the year of completion of fleet investment
(CYFI).

CSHRVSI(N) Percent(%) of StageI nonreoxrringcostspentinyearN. Costspreadingis

backwardintimewithN=I beingtheyearofstartofHRV operations(CYSO).

CSHRVS2(N-)

CSIFt_r)

Percent (%) of Stage 2 nonrecurring cost spent in year N. Cost spreading is
backward in time with N=I being the year of start of HRV operations (CYSO).

Percent (%) of _ investment spent in year N. Cost spreading is
backward in time with N= 1 being the year of completion of the infrastnactme
investment (CYLF).

CSTP0) Percent (%) of technology program cost spent in year I starting in the year of
the start of the analysis.

CY

CYFI

Calendar year (for example, 1996) of start of analysis. The annual time index,
I, is equal to "1" at calendar year CY.

Calendar year of completion of HRV fleet acquisition.

CYLF Calendar year of completion of launch _.

CYSO Calendar year (for example, 2005) of start of HRV operations.

DR Discount rate (%) used in computation of present value of fife cycle cost.

FIMLHRV

FIMNHRV

FIMXHRV

Most likely cost (price) of an HRV incorporated into the HRV fleet. (MS)

Minimum possible cost (price) of an HRV incorporated into the HRV fleet.
(MS)

Maximum possible cost (price) of an HRV incorporated into the HRV fleet.
(MS)

FLTRP Percentage (%) of HRV fleet cost spent per year for replacements.

Princeton Synergetics, ln_
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IHD

LFML

LFMN

LFMX

MAXR

MAXYRS

MLTPC

MNTPC

MXNRCH

MXRCCH

MXTPC

NOHRV

PLMLNRC

PLMNNRC

PLMLRC

PLMNRC

PLMXNRC

PLMXRC

PLPM

PLSENNRC

PLSENRC

Princeton Synergeacs, Inc.

When IHD -- "yes," infinite horizon discounting will be included and when
IHD _ "yes," infinite horizon discounting will not be included.

Most likely hunch infra,qractu_ investment. (MS)

Minimum possible hunch infrastructure investment. (MS)

Maximum poss_le launchinfi-asmmtureinvestment.(MS)

Number of Monte Carlo simulation runs to be performed.

Maximum number of years to be considered in the analysis.

Most Likely technology program cost (MS).

Minimum technology program cost (MS).

Maximum possl_ole reduction in nonrecurring cost due to increase in P/L
margin. (% reductionin cost)

Maximum possible reduction in recurring cost due to increase in P/L margin.
(% reductionincost)

Maximum technologyprogramcost(MS).

Number of HRVs purchased for the fleet.

Most likely P/L nonrecurring cost per unit mass at the nominal P/L design
margin. (K_g)

Minimum possible P/L nonrecurring cost per unit mass at the nominal P/L
design margin. (K$/kg)

Most likely P/L recurring cost per unit mass at the nominal P/L design margin.
(K$/kg)

Minimum posm_oleP/L recurring cost per unit mass at the nominal P/L design
margin. (K_g)

Maximum possible P/L nonrecurring cost per unit mass at the nominal P/L
design marg_ (K$/kg)

Maximum possible P/L recurring cost per unit mass at the nominal P/L design
margin, tK$/kg)

Average number of payloads hunched per mission.

Sensitivity of P/L nonrecurring cost to increasing payload design margin. (%
decrease in costa increase in margin)

Sensitivity of P/L recurring cost to increasing payload design margin. (%

April 1997
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PPL(I)

S1ALC

S1DEC

S1MLLC

S1MNLC

S IMLNRC

SIMNNRC

SIIVlXLC

SIMXNRC

S2ALC

S2DEC

S2MLLC

S2MNLC

S2MLNRC

S2MNNRC

S2MXLC

S2MXNRC

S2SIA

S2SlB

in _/o _ in margin)

Percent of payload mass delivered by ELVs as a function of time. (*/,/yr)

HRV Stage 1 minimum acceptable level of capability relative to nominal design

point. (%of designpoint capability)

Decision to allow a Stage 1 capability to exceed the design point level of

capability(1 = can exceed, 0 = cannotexceed).

Most likely Stage 1 level of capability relative to nominal design point.

(percent of design point capability)

HRV Stage 1 minimum achievable level of capability relative to nominal design

point. (% of designpoint capability)

Most likely Stage 1 nonrecurring cost. (MS)

Stage 1 minimum possible a priori nonrecurring cost. (MS)

HRV Stage 1 maximm achievable level of capability relative to nominal
design point. (% of design point capability)

Stage 1 maximum poss_le a priori nonrecurring cost. (MS)

HRV Stage 2 minimum acceptable level of capability relative to nominal design
point. (% of design point capability)

Decision to allow a Stage 2 capability to exceed the design point level of

capability (I = can exceed, 0 = cannot exceed).

Most likely Stage 2 level of capability relative to nomin,xl design point. (% of

design point capability)

HRV Stage 2 minimum achievable level of capability relative to nominal design

point. (% of design point capability)

Most likely Stage 2 nonrecurring cost. (MS)

Stage 2 minimum possible a priori nomecurring cost. (MS)

HRV Stage 2 maximum achievable level of capability relative to nominal

design point. (% of design point capability)

Stage 2 maximum poss_le a priori nonrecurring cost. (MS)

Percent change in Stage 2 capability per percent change in Stage 1 capability

(at Stage 1 and Stage 2 design points).

Percent change in Stage 2 capability per percent change squared in Stage 1

capability (at Stage 1 and Stage 2 design points).
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TCMLELV

TCMNELV

TCMLHRV

T_V

TCMXELV

TCMXHRV

Most likely ELVtransportation cost per unit payload mass. (KS&g)

Minimum posm%le ELV transportation cost per unit payload mass. (KS&g)

Most likely HRV transportation cost per unit payload mass. (IC$/kg)

Minimum posm'ble HRV transportation cost per unit payload mass (operating
cost does not consider purchase or replacement of fleet). (KS&g)

Maximum possible ELV transportation cost per unit payload mass. (KS&g)

Maximum possible HRV transportation cost per unit payload mass (operating
cost does not consider purchase or replacement of fleet). (KS&g)

The STARS Mathematical Model:

The details of the STARS mathematical model are descn%ed in the following pages, this

description takes the form of an overall functional flow chart together with a set of mathematical

relationships. The mathematical relationships are cross-referenced to the flow chart through the

numbering that appears in the brackets ([ ]) associated with the blocks indicated in the flow
chart.

In the mathematical relationships, italics are used to indicate input variables (i.e., input data is
provided) and roman characters are used to refer to computed quantities. All input variables and

computed quantifies have mnemonic names (for example, S2MLLC indicates "stage 2 most likely
level of capability").

[1] Determination of Stage 1 Level of Capability: (%)
SICAPOR) 1 < R _ MAXR

Generate Random Number, RN

Using random sampling algorithm establish value of S1CAP(R)

[S1A£VLC; S1MNLC; SIMI_ZC] _> S1CAP(R)

[21 Determination of Stage 1 Nonrecurring Cost: (MS)
S1NRC(R) 1 < R < MAXR

Generate Random Number, RN

Using random sampling algorithm establish value of S1NRC(R)

[S1MXNRC; SIMNNRC; S1MLNRC] ==> SIN'R.C(R)
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[3]

I4l

Is]

Determination of Stage 2 A Priori Level of Capability:
SZCAPOa)

Generate Random Number, RN

Using random sampling algorithm establish value of S2CAP(R)

[S2A4XLC;SeMNLC; S2Mt,LC]---=>S2CAP(R)

(MS)
1 < R<MAXR

Adjustment of A Priori
Capability:
S2CAP(R)

Stage 2 Capability to Account for Achieved Stage 1
(%)

1 <R <MAXR

S2CAP(R) = S2SIA * [S1CAP(R)- I00.0]

+ K1 * S2SIB * [S1CAP(R) - 100.0] 2 + S2CAP(R)

_If SICAP(R) s 100.0
Then

K1 = 1.0

g S1CAP(R) < 100.0

The_____n
K1 = - 1.0

Determination of Stage 2 Nonrecurring Cost:
S2NRC(R)

Gcncmtc Random Number, RN

Usingrandom sampling algorithm establishvalueofS2NRCfR)

[s_c; S2MNNRC; S2MLNRC] ==> S2NRC(R)

(MS)
1 < R<MAXR

[61 Determination of ELV Payload Recurring Cost per Unit Mass:
ELVPLRC(R)

Generate Random Number, RN

Using random sampling algorithm establish value of ELVPLRC(R)

[PIAIXRC;PLMNRC; PLMLRC] _> ELVPLRC(R)

(KS/kg)
1 <R<MAXR

Princeton Synergetics, Ina
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17] Calculation of P/L Design Margins:

PLMARG(R)

PLMARG(R) = APLA4ARG + [S2CAP(R) - 100.0]

_IfPI.A4ARG(P.)< 0.0
Then

PLMARG0_) = 0.0

(o_)
1 <R<MAXR

lSl Determination of Range of Uncertainty of P/L Nonrecurring Cost per Unit of P/L
Mass: (KS/k@
PLMXNR(R); PLMNNR(R); PLMLNR(R) 1 < R < MAXR

_IfPLMARG(R) < APLMARG

Then

PLMNNR(R) = PLAtNNRC

PLMXNR(R) = P_C * { 1.0 + PLSENNRC * [PLMARG(R)

. APLMARG] * 0.0001}

PLMLNR(R) = PLMLNRC * { 1.0 + PL£;ENNRC * [PLMARG(R)

-APLMARG] * 0.0001}

If PLMARG(R) > APLMARG

Then

PLMNNR_) = PLMNNRC * { 1.0 + PLSENNRC * [PLMARG(R)

- APLA4ARG] * 0.0001}

PLMXNR(R) = P_C

PLMLNR(R) = PIAILNRC * {1.0+ PLSENNRC * [PLMARG(R)

- APLMARG] * 0.0001}

If PLMLNR(R) < A£WVRCH * PLMLNRC * 0.01
Then

PLMLNR(R) = _CH * PLMIArRC * 0.01

If PLMNNR(R) < MXNRCH * PLML_C * 0.01
Then

PLMNNR(R) = A£_NRCH * PLMNNRC * 0.01

[9] Determination of P/L Nonrecurring Cost per Unit Mass:

PLNRC(R)

Generate Random Number, RN

Using random sampling algorithm establish value of PLNRC(R)

[PLMXNR(R); PLMNNR(R); PLMLNR(R)] ==> PLNRC(R)

(KS&g)
1 < R<MAXR

Princeton Synergetics, Inc.
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[10] Determination of Range of Uncertainty of P/L Recurring Cost per Unit of P/L

Mass: (I_/kg)

PLMXR(R); PLMNR(R); PLMLR(R) 1 < R < MAXR

_IfP_G(R) _APLMARG

Then

PLMNR_) -- PLMNRC

PLMXR(R) = PIA4X_C * { 1.0 + PLSENRC * [PLMARG(R)

- APIA4ARG] * 0.0001 }

PLMLR(R) = PLMLRC * { 1.0 + PLSENRC * [PLMARG(R)

- APLMARG] * 0.0001}

_I_IfPLMARG(R) > APLMARG

Then

PLMNR(R) = PIMNRC * { 1.0 + PLSENRC * [PLMARG(R)

- APIA4ARG] * 0.0001}

PLY(R) = elAflO_C

PLMLR(R) = PIA4LRC * { 1.0 + PLSENRC * [PLMARG(R)
- APIA4ARG] * 0.0001}

_IA PLMLR(R) < MXRCCH * PIA4_C * 0.01

Then.

PLMLR(R) = MXRCCH * PLMLRC * 0.01

_if PLI_) < MXRCCH * PIMLRC * 0.01
Then

PLI_) = MTO_CCH * PLMNRC * 0.01

[11] Determination of P/L Recurring Cost per Unit Mass:
PLRC(R)

Generate Random Number, RN

Using random sampling algorithm establish value of PLRC(R)

[PLMXR(R); PLMNR(R); PLMLR(R)] ==> PLRC(R)

(KS/kg)
1 <R<MAXR

[12] Determination of HRV Transportation Cost per Unit Mass:
TCUMOR)

Generate Random Number, RN

Using random sampling algorithm establish value of TCUM(R)

[TCA£VttRV,. TCMNHRV; TCMLHRV]=> TCUM(R)

OKsn,O
1 < R<MAXR

Princeton Synergeffcs, Inc.
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[13] Determination of ELV Transportation Cost per Unit Mass:
ELVTCUM(R)

Generate Random Number, RN

Using random sampling algorithm establish value of ELVTCUM(R)

IT_V, • TC_fNELV,. TCMLELVJ_>ELVTCUM(R)

[14] Establish ltRV Unit Cost (Purchase Price for Inclusion
Into HRV Fleet:

_RVUC(R)

Generate Random Number, RN

Using random sampling algorithm establish value of HRVUC(R)

[FIM:VHRE" FZMNHRE" F/ML_V]--_> HRVUC(R)

(r,_g)
1 < R<MAXR

(MS/ma0
1 < R<MAXR

[151

[161

Establish Launch Infrastructure Cost:

INFC0t)

Generate Random Number, RN

Using random sampling algorithm establish value of INFC(R)

[LFMX; LFMN; LFML] _---> INFC(R)

Determination of Total Technology Program Cost:
'n, coi)

Generate Random Number, RN

Using random sampling algorithm establish value of TPC(R)

[ALVI'PC; MNTPC; MLTPC] ==> TPC(R)

(MS)
1 <R<MAXR

(Ms)
1 < R<MAXR

[171 Cost Spreading of HRV Stage 1 Nonrecurring Cost:
HRVNRCI(I,R)

When I = CYSO - CY - 10 + N and I > 1
Then

HRVNRCI(I,R) -- CSHRVSI(N) * 0.01 * S1NRC(R)

(Ms)
1 _ R<MAXR

I_N_10
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[181 Cmt Spreading of HRV Stage 2 Nonrecurring Cost:

HRVNRC2(I,R)

WhcnIffi CYSO-CY- 10+N and I>l

Then
HRVNRC2(I,R) = CSHRYS2(N) * 0.01 * S2NRC(R)

(MS)
1 < R<MAXR

1AN_I0

[191 Cost Spreading of Infrastructure Expenditures:

IN_mCOL_)

When I = CYLF- CY- 10+N an_.ddI> 1
Then

INFNRC(LR) = CSIF(N) * 0.01 * INFC(R)

(MS)
1 < R<MAXR

I_N_10

[201 Cost Spreading of Fleet Investment:
VNRCOL_)

WhenI=CYFI.CY- 10+N and I> I
Then

FNRC(I,R) = CSHRVFI(N) * 0.01 * HRVUC(R) * NOHRV

(MS)
1 < R<MAXR

I<N<10

[211 Determination of annual HRV Payload Nonrecurring Cost:

HRWLNRC(I,R)

HRVPLNRC(I,R) = PLNRC(R) * APLMASS(1) * 0.001

• [100 - PPL(I)] * 0.01 / PLPM

(Ms)
1 _R<MAXR

[221 Determination of Annual ELV Payload Nonrecurring Cost:

ELVPLNRC(I,R)

Generate Random Number, RN

Using random sampling algorithm establish value of EXPLNRC(R)

[P_C; PLMNNRC: PIAHaVRC] _--_->EXPLNRC(R)

ELVPLNRC(I,R) = EXPLNRC(R) *APLMASS(I) * 0.001 * PPL(I) * 0.01 /PLPM

(MS)
1 < R <MAXR

[23] Determination of Annual Research & Technology Program Cost:

TPNRC(t,R)

TPNRC(I,R) = O.O1 * CSTP(1) * TPC(R)

Princeton Synergetlcs, Inc.
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[24] Determination of Expected Vslue and Standard Deviation of Transportation
System Nonrecurring Cost: (MS)

MAXR

EI'SNRC = { Y. [SlNRC(R) + S2NRC(R)]}/MA)_
R=I

MAXR

SDTSNRC = {{ Z [SINRC(R) + S2NRC(R)] _}/MAXR - [ETSNRC] 2 }o.5
R=I

[25] Determination of Expected Value and Standard Deviation of HRV Unit Cost:

MAXTt

EHRVUC= { Z HRVUC_)} / MA_
R=I

MAXR

SDHRVUC = ({ Y. [I-IRVUC(R)] 2} IMAXR - [ELVUC] 2 }o.s
R=I

(MS)

[26] Determination of Expected Value and
Investment:

EHRVFC = NOHRV * EHRVUC

SDHRVFC = NOHRV* SDHRVUC

Standard Deviation of HRV Fleet

(MS)

127]

[281

Determination of Expected Value and Standard Deviation
Investment:

MAXR

EINFC = { Y. INFC(R)}/MAXR
R=I

MAXR

SDINFC = {{ _ [INFC(R)] 2}/MAXR - [EINFC] 2 }o.s
R=I

of Infrastructure

(Ms)

Determination of Expected Value and Standard Deviation of Launch Cost per Unit

Payload Mass: (K$/kg)
MAXR

ELCUM = { Y. TCUM(R)}/MAXR
R=I

MA.XR

SDLCUM = {{ Y. [TCUM(R)] 2}/MAXR - [ELCUM] 2 }o.5
R=I

Princeton Synergetlcs, Inc.
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[29] Determination of Expected Value and Standard Deviation of Payload Nonrecurring

Cost per Unit Payload Man: (K$/kg)
MAXR

EPLNRC = { E PLNRC(R)} /
R--1

MAXR

SDPLNRC = {{ _ [PLNRC(R)] 2}/MAXR - [EPLNRC] 2 }0.5
R=I

0o] Determination of Expected Value and Standard Deviation of Payload Recurring

Cost per Unit Payload Mass: (KS/kg)
MAXR

EPLRC = { E FLRC(R)} / M_
R=I

MAXR

SDPLRC = {{ _: [PLRC(R)] 2}/MAXR - [EPLRC] 2 }o.5
R=I

[31] Determination of Expected Value and Standard Deviation
Margin:

MAXR

EPLDM = { Z PLMARG_)} / MA.XR
R=I

MAXR

SDPLDM = {{ Y. [PLMARCffR)] 2}/M_A._ - [EPLDM] 2 }0.5
R=I

of Payload Design

(%)

[32] Determination of Expected Value and Standard Deviation of Present Value of

Operational System Life Cycle Cost: (MS)

_ I < CYSO - CY + 1
Then

AFRNRC(I,R) = 0

ff_I > CYSO - CY + 1
Then

AFRNRC(I,R) = 0.01 * FLTRP* NOHRV* HRVUC(R)

TACA(I,R) = {HRVNRCI(I,R) + HRVNRC2(I,R) + INFNRC(I,R) + HRVPLNRC(I,R)

+ ELVPLNRC(I,R) + FNRCOR) + AFRNRC(I,R)} + {[TCUM(R)

+ PLRC(R)] * 0.001 *APLMASS(I)* [1 -0.01 * PPL(I)]

+ [ELVTCUM(R) + ELVPLRC(R)] * 0.001 *APLMASS(I) * 0.01

• PPL(I) }

Princeton Synergetics, Inc.
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When IHD ,_ "yes"
Then

MAXR MAXYRS

EPVC= { E ETACA(I,R)/[I+.OI*DR]It}}/MAXR
R=I I=1

MA_ MAXYRS

SDPVC = {{ _] { Z TACA(I,R) / [1 + .01 * DR]I"} 2 }/MAXR
R=I I=1

. [EPVCl2 }o._

When IHD = "yes"
Then

MAXR MAXYRS

EPVC = { _] { _ TACA(I,R) / [1 + .01 * DR] Il }
R--1 I=1

+ TACA(I=MAXYRS, R)/[.01 * DR] * [1 + .01 *

DR] M'w_ }/MA.XR

MAP_ MAXYRS

SDPVC = {{ _] { Z TACA(I,R) / [1 + .01 *DR] It }
R=I I--1

+ TACA(I=MAXYP, S,R) / [.O1 * DR] * [1 + .01 *

DR]Uaxms }2}/MAXR - [EPVC] 2 }o.s

1331 Determination of HRV Stage 1 Expected Annual Nonrecurring Cost:

HRVS1NC(I)

MAXR

HRVS1NC(I) = { _] HRVNRCI(I,R)}/MAJ_
R=I

Oas)

1341 Determination of HRV Stage 2 Expected Annual Nonrecurring Cost:

EIRVS2NC(I)

MAXR

HRVS2NC(I) = { _1HRVNRC2(I,R)}/MAXR
R=I

(MS)

Princeton Synergetics, Inc.
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13s! Determination of Infrastructure Expected Annual Nonrecurring Cost:

INFNC(1)

tNFNC(I) = { E rNFNRC0,R)}/MAXR
R=I

(MS)

1361 Determination of IIRV Payloads Expected Annual Nonrecurring Cost:

HRVPLNC(I)

MAXR

HRVPLNC(I) = { Y_HRVPLNRC(I,R)} / MAXR
R=I

(MS)

1371 Determination of ELV Payloads Expected Annual Nonrecurring Cost:
ELVI)LNC(1)

MAXR

ELVPLNC(1) = { E ELVPLNRC(I,R)}/MAXR
R--1

(MS)

13s] Determination of Fleet Investment Expected Annual Nonrecurring Cost:

HRVI_COD

MAXR

HRVFNC(I) = { Y. FNRC(_,R)}/MAXR
R--1

(MS)

[39l Determination of Fleet Replacement Expected Annual Nonrecurring
Cost:

HRVRNCOD

_ I < CYSO - CY + 1
Then

HRVRNC(D = 0

_ I > CYSO - CY + 1
Then

HRVRNC(I) = 0.01 * FLTRP * EHRVFC

(MS)

Princeton Synergetics, Inc.
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[4o1 Determination of Technology Program Expected Annual Nonrecurring
Cost:

TPNC0)

_,MXR

TPNC(D = ( Y. TPNRC(t,R)} / MAXR
R=I

(MS)

[41] Determination of IIRV Expected Annual Launch Operations Recurring
Cost:

HRVRC_

MAXR

HRVRC(I) = { T. TCUM(R)} * 0.001 * API_tASS(I) * [1 - 0.01 * PPL(I)] /
R=I

(Ms)

[42] Determination of ELV Expected Annual Launch Operations Recurring
Cost:

ELVRC(I)

MAXR

ELVRC(I) = { Y. ELVTCUM(R)} * 0.001 *APLMASS(I) * .01 * PPL(/)/MAXR
: R=I

(Ms)

[43] Determination of HRV Payload Expected Annual Recurring Cost:
mZVPLC0)

MAXR

HRVPLC(I) = { Y. PLRC(R)} * 0.001 *APLMASS(/) * [1 -0.01 * PPL(I)]/MAXR
R=I

(Ms)

[44] Determination of ELV Payload Expected Annual Recurring Cost:
ELVPLC(I)

ELVPLC(I) = { Y. ELVPLRC(R)} * 0.001 *APLMASS(I) * .01 * PPL(I)/MAXR
R=I

(MS)

Princeton Synergeacs, Inc.
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[45] Calculation of Total Expected Annual Nonrecurring Cost, Total Expected Annual

Recurring Cost, and Total Expected Annual Cost: (MS)

TNRCOD; TRC(I); ETACOD

TNRC(1) = HRVS1NC(I) + HRVS2NC(I) + INFNC(I) + HRVPLNC(1) + ELVPLNC(I)

+ HRVFNC(I) + HRVRNC(I) + TPNC(I)

TRC(I) = HRVRC(I) + ELVRC(I) + HRVPLC(1) + ELVPLC(I)

ETAC(I) = TNRC(I) + TRC0)

[46] Calculation of Total Expected Cumulative Nonrecurring Cost, Total Expected
Cumulative Recurring Cost, and Total Expected Cumulative Cost: (MS)

CTNRC(I); CTRC(1); CETAC(]D
I

CTNRC(I) = 2; TNRC(A)
A=I

I

CTRC(I) -- E TRC(A)
A=I

CETAC(1) = CTNRC(1) + CTRC(1)

[47] Calculation of Standard Deviation of Total Nonrecurring Cost: (MS)
SDNRC(1)

MAXR

SDNRC(I) = {{ _. [HRVNRCI(I,R) + HRVNRC2(I,R) + INFNRC(I,R) +
R=I

HRVPLNRC(I,R) + ELVPLNRC(I,R) + FNRC(I,R) + AFRNRC(I,R) +

TPNRC(I,R)] 2 } / MAXR - [TNRC(I)] 2 }0.5

1481 Calculation of Standard Deviation of Total Recurring Cost: (MS)
SDRC(I)

J_4XR

SDRC(I) = {{ Z [TCUM(R) * 0.001 *APLAtASS(I) * [1 - 0.01 * PPL(I)] +
R=I

ELVTCUM(R) * 0.001 * APLMASS(I) * .01 * PPL(I) + PLRC(R) *

0.001 * APLAIASS(I) * [1 - 0.01] * PPL(I) + ELVPLRC(R) * 0.001 *
APLMASS(I) * .01 * PPL(I)] 2 }/MAXR- [TRC(I)] 2 }o.s

[49] Calculation of Standard Deviation of Total Annual Cost:

SDTAC(I)

SDTAC(I) = {[SDNRC(I)] 2 + [SDRC(I)] 2 }o.s

Princeton Synergetics, Ina
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HRVNRCI(I,R) -- 0
HRVt_C2(I,R) = 0
_Ft, mC(I,R) = 0

n_Ct'l,R) = 0
TPNRC(I,R) = 0

LIST "B"

for I < I < MAXYRS
for I < I < MAXYRS

for I < I < MAXYRS
for I <I < MAXYRS

for I < I < MAXYRS

Getting Started with thg _;TA1L5 Model:

The Space Transportation Architecture Risk System (STARS) Model currently operates on an
IBM compatible computer with a 486 processor, 8 megabytes of Random Access Memory and
Excel for Windows Version 5.0C. The Model is completely contained within a Microsoft Excel
workbook

To commence using the program, the user should copy the file (STARS1.XLS) to the hard drive
of the computer either to the root directory or to any directory that the user chooses for the
Model. The user simply activates Excel and opens the file (STARS1.XLS). From this point the
user will be guided by custom made menus and buttons.

Upon entering the system a Welcome Screen will appear (Figure A.1). This screen allows for
immediate exit or continuation (by clicking on the appropriate button). Clicking on "continue"
brings up the Main Menu Screen (Figure A.2). The Main Menu Screen allows input data to be
provided to the Model (clicking on "Input Data'), computations to be performed (clicking on
"Analysis" which causes the STARS Monte Carlo Simulation Model to perform all of the
calculations) and computed results provided to the reports, viewing of the computed results
(clicking on "Results'), printing of all of the input data or of all of the computed results (clicking
on "Print'), and saving all of the computed results and/or exiting the system (clicking on
"Save/Exit'). Each of the main menu topics (with the exception of "Analysis') results in the
display of a pull down menu which in turn leads to specific screens being displayed. Each of
these screens and related functions are described in the following paragraphs via an example.

An Appfication Example:

The application example is described by presenting the set of input data screens and computed
results as displayed in the results screens. Each of the input data screens allows the user to enter
data, move to the next screen, print the _c input data screen which is in view, returning to
the Main Menu Screen, and clicking on the "Help" button in order to view a help screen that
provides definitions and clarificationsof the input data requirements. In the following
paragraphs, each of the screens is presented and briefly described. The descriptions are
augmented by the inclusion of the Help screens with their definitions and clarifications.

The following example is based upon a hypothetical architecture having the basic structure of
Magli-qer, t5 a magnetic acceleration boost assist system for placing payloads into low Earth orbit.
It is assumed that this system will require expendable launch vehicles to place payloads into

inclination angle orbits not efficiently handled by Maglifler. The descried architecture includes

15 Mankins, J.C., "The Maglifler: An Advanced Concept Using electromagnetic Propulsion
in Reducing the Cost of Space Launch," 30th Joint Propulsion Conference, June 1994.
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an I_T program, construction and maintenance of a fleet of vehicles that will be launched via
the magnetic acceleration system, the development of necessary _ elements, and the
provision and use of expendable hunch vehicles as required. It must be cautioned that the data
utilized in the example is totally fictional and is presented only to demonstrate the STARS system
and methodology. No conclusions should be drawn from the presented results relative to
architecture cost, risk and overall desirability.

Input Data�Global: The input data screen (Figure A.3) allows for the provision of a brief
description of the architecture being considered and the specification of a reference number. This
reference number and the computer generated date will appear on all screens and reports
produced for the considered architecture. In addition, the discount rate and the type of
discounting that will be used for the present value of cost computations is specified. Finally, the
duration or time frame of the analysis and the number of Monte Carlo runs to be performed must

be specified.

Input Data�Arch. Timing: Timing, in calendar years is provided (Figures A.4a and A.4b)
indicating the start of the analysis, the completion of the infrastrucatre, completion of fleet
acquisition and the start of HRV operations. These times then appear on other screens to
establish the reference points for the provision of data such as cost spreading (relative to
infrastructure completion, start of operations, etc.). The total annual payload mass delivered to
low Earth orbit and the percentage of this delivered by ELVs (i.e., transportation system other
than the HRV) must be specified.

Input Data/HRV-Stage 1: The anticipated HRV Stage 1 level of capability is specified (Figure
A.5) relative to the nominal design point capability and is expressed as a percentage of the design
point capability. The anticipated level of capability is considered as an unceff_finty variable
requiring the specification of maximum, most likely and minimum values. The associated
nonrecurring cost is also specified as an uncertainty variable. In addition, the HRV Stage 1
m/nimum acceptable level of capability relative to the nominal design point is also specified. A
level of capability below that specified is not allowed; i.e., when the random sampling leads to a
value below the minimum acceptable level then the minimum acceptable level will be used and
the maximum nonrecurring cost will be utilized.

Input Data/HRV-Stage 2: The anticipated HRV Stage 2 level of capability is specified (Figure
A.6) relative to the nominal design point capability and is expressed as a percentage of the design
point capability. The anticipated level of capability is considered as an uncertainty variable
requiring the specification of maximum, most likely and minimum values. The associated
nonrecurring cost is also specified as an uncertainty variable. In addition, the HRV Stage 2
minimum acceptable level of capability relative to the nominal design point is also specified. A
level of capability below that specified is not allowed; i.e., when the random sampling leads to a
value below the minimum acceptable level then the minimum acceptable level will be used and
the maximum nonrecurring cost will be utilized.

Input Data/HRV-General: Options may be selected (Figure A.7) concerning whether or not stage
capabilities will be allowed to exceed design point values. The relationship between Stage 2
capability and Stage I capability is specified. Also specified is the percentage of nonrecurring
cost that is incurred each year (i.e., cost spreading).

Input Data�Payload: The payload related data is entered via the payload data screen (Figure
A.8) and includes the payload nonrecurring and recurring cost per unit mass at the nominal

payload design margin, Both of these variables are considered as uncertainty variables.
Sensitivity of payload nonrcom'ing and recurring cost to increases in design margin and the
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Sensitivity of payload nonrecurring and recurring cost to increases in design margin and the
maximum possible reduction in payload cost due to increases in payload margin are also

specified. In addition, the a pdod payload design margin and the average number of payloads
per mission are specified.

Input Data�Fleet: The Input Data/Fleet Screen (Figure A.9) allows the number of HRVs in the

fleet and the average annual replacement cost (of the fleet) to be specified. In addition, the cost

or price of an HRV incorporated into the HRV fleet is specified (as an uncertainty variable) as is
the cost spreading to be associated with the procurement of an HRV.

Input Data�Infrastructure: The Input Data/Infr'_tmcture Screen (Figure A.10) allows the launch

infrastructure investment to be specified (as an un_rtainty variable) together with its cost
spreading function.

Input Data/Trans. Cost: The Input Data/Operations Transportation Cost Screen (Figure A. 11)

provides the means for specifying both the anticipated HRV and ELV transportation cost per unit
payload mass. These variables are treated as uncertainty variables.

Input Data/R&T Program: The Input Data/R&T Program Screen provides the means for

specifying the overall research and technology program cost and its associated cost spreading
function. The R&T program cost is treated as an uncertainty variable.

Architecture Summary: The Architecture Summary (Figure A.13) indicates the previously stated

architecture description and reference number and computer established date (this information is

also provided on all of the other output _ports). The objective of the Summary is to present an

overview of the obtained results and key decisions in the setting of the structure of the analysis

(i.e., the time of the start of HRV operations, whether or not performance for stages 1 and 2 can

exceed specified design points, and whether or not infinite horizon discounting has been
utilized).

Calculated expected values and associated standard deviations are presented for transportation

system nonrecurring cost, HRV unit cost, HRV fleet investment, infrastructure investment,

launch cost per unit payload mass, payload nonrecurring cost per unit mass, payload recurring

cost per unit mass and payload design margin. Also indicated are the expected value and

standard deviation of the present value of operational system life cycle cost and the present value
of the technology program.

Architecture Annual Cost (Table): The Architecture Annual Cost Table (Figure A.14) presents

the expected values of the components of the total nonrecurring cost (i.e., HRV Stage 1, HRV

Stage 2, infi'astrucUtre, HRV payloads, ELV payloads, fleet investment, fleet replacement and

technology program) and the expected value and standard deviation of the total nonrecurring

cost. Similarly, the expected values of the components of total recurring cost (i.e., HRV launch

operations, ELV launch operations, HRV payloads and ELV payloads) and the expected value

and standard deviation of total recurring cost are presented. Expected values and standard
deviations of total annual costs are also indicated. The results are continued on a number of

screens and can be observed by clicking on "Continue."

Architecture Annual Cost (Graph): The architecture annual cost results are summarized in

graphical form (Figure A.15). A graph of the major components of architecture annual cost is

presented. Indicated are the expected values of recurring, nonrecurring and total annual cost as a
function of time.
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Architecture Cumulative Cost (Graph): The architecture cumulative cost graph (Figure A.16)
indicates the cumulative expected recurring, nonrecurring and total cost as a function of time.
The cumulative costs indicate the cost from the first year of the program through each of the
indicated years.

Print: Clicking on the Print function results in the print pull-down menu. There is a print
function associated with each screen that allows the individual screens to be printed upon
request. The Main Menu print function allows all of the input to be printed via a single
command (i.e., clicking on "Input data') or all of the results to be printed via a single command
(i.e., clicking on "Results').

Save/Exit: Clicking on the Save/Exit fimction results in the display of a pull-down menu
wherein three options are presented. Clicking on "Save Continue" results in the current file
being saved with the analysis allowed to continue. Clicking on "Save Exit" allows the current
file to be saved and exit from the analysis. Clicking on "No Save Exit" results in an immediate
exit from the system.
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WELCOME TO THE

SPACE TRANSPORTATION ARCHITECTURE

RISK SYSTEM: STARS

Ec_lomlc Analysis for the Comparison
o1'Advanced Tt"_nsportafice Concepts

con_ein<j Un¢_rta_y & Ri_

Developed by
Pr_ceton Synecgettcs. Inc.

for
NASA/NSFC

Figure A.1 STARS Welcome Screen
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Figure ,4_.2 STARS Main Menu Screen
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Ir_x_tO_G_ba

lT_.:aExa_.=e:G_.'cpaTern-._
Reference Number:

Discount Rate:
I_ Horizon Oiscounflng? [_..._("Y'= Yes; "N'=No)

of Ana_s:
No. of Si_'xJlationRt._s:

HELP I Globad

A generaldescn!0_on of_e 8rct_tec_Jrebeing anat,/zedmay be Indicaced. This
descn_Cion'_1 a_l_earone_K._of U'_ reOot'_sge'te_ace<l_ _e b-'TAR_MocleL

A reterence number[REF] may be s_ectnKI consts_ngofuD to SiX(6) aID/'_-numenc
_srac_ers. Thisreference numberv_llappear onel ircx_ and reportscreens.

Discount R_: The discountraCe(%] used in_e compur_on of (:x-esemvalueot [ite ¢v_Ie
cost. [DR]

IrdlnRe Horizon DiJcountlng: W_nenspecified as "yes." ir_nite horizonciscoun0ngv_l
be inc_Klede_l wflen no(e<tusli;o'_." discounltng wil ocWbe perforated oye¢_e
_ecin_ _on otme _s. [11-0]

I)undlon of AnaJylls: Me0=mumnumbero¢?ears _obe considered In _ ana/Vs_s(must

Number of Slmulldlon Run=: Numberc_simule0onrunsto be pedorrned (mustbe <

Figure A.3 Input Data/Global
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Reference Nur_e_

HELP l ,Atc_itectl.zre Timing [AI

The general _ ot_e overal anaJys_s is est_remed _ speat_n 9 the c_end_ yeats

(for example. 1g95) associated _ _e start of 1he anaiysis ICY], tt_ ¢ornpletion of _ne
inftlS_L_ct_Jre (_ _ completion o1'_ee_ (HRV_ ac_usnlon [CYFI], a_d 1tie st-_tt of

HRV qoerattons [CY_OI. Tt_s _to_n is used for cost spreading and appe_ on a
number of foilo_"<j screens.

P/t. Mass Delivered to LEO: _'_nuaJ pa_oad mass (k_) deivered to low Earth or'od'. This

infon'nmton is lo _ spe<=led/tom the _ of t_e anal_m ¢aJendar _ear ff_rougr_ ff_e
ind_ed yeats. [A_5(I)] _ is _porfant to ptace "N_" in all ceils pnor to _e _ear
of "<3t-ar_of HRV Oper_ons."

Figure A.4a Input Data/Architecture Timing ('Delivered Mass to LEO)
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HE LP / ,_U'c_itecture "riming [BI

The general tlmr_j of 1_e _ _a,F-Js is alsplwed and is ¢_e _ of _ specflc_1_n in
The Arct_ec_re _tm=n<jIAI Ir_ O_ta $cro_,_.

PIL Mass De.rod by ELV: Percent (_) of _ pa_oad mass deIYere<l_oIo_ Earth
ofoit by ELVs. This is importantpar_cula_wt_n a/ct_tectures ate _onstdered _ have
ir_ an_e ¢on_. [PPL(I)I Itis _oor_ntto place "N/A" inai ceilsprior_o _e
),eat"of "_tart of HRV Operations."

Figure A.4b Input Data/Architecture Timing (% Mass by ELV)
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D_a_e_

Inlxtt D_t'_HRV S1t_je I

Anttdp_ St'age I _ L.ev_of C_eb_ity Relativeto _e
No_al Desert Point cap==y _ of _n Po_ c_a_)

M_

Most L_e_,
Mk_nv.rn

Antidpated Slage 1 N_teo, Jr_g Cost (N$)

MaadmumNinimum

HRV $_:je I Minimum Ac_ptaBle _ at C:_pal:_ Relive
to Non-_'k_C_ _t (x of o_jn CaperS)

h'-.,,-._,::"-_.._'_ ,................... _,__.,, _ ........_,....,_ . , _.1,.]

HELP I HRV Stage 1

The _ntldpated HRV _l(Je 1levelot cags_llL',/isspecified releclve_oItle norr=naldesign
pointcapabilityand is ¢q:xessed as • percentage (%) of t_e design pointcapability. To
accountfor uncer[_n_, in B'leWveio_cape_li_ _e¢ rneybe ec_ eyed. m_0_mum
ISIM.XLC]. most_Ik88/'[$ IMI_LC]. end rrlnlmum [$ It,,_ILq rneybe speaffed.

A_clptted 3t_ge I Nortrtcurrlng Cost IMp: Ma_dmumposstble ISIS. most
Ikely L'S1MLNRC]. andminimum possible_ ltWi_:_C'j nonrecurnngcostassoaeted
v_ Stage 1.

Level of CaP: HRV Stage 1rnir_murnecce_,a01e levelof cepei:)iityrele_ve to me
nominaldes=gnpoint(e_ress_ as • percentage ofthe design point level of
¢ep_DJIL'_. A levelof caoet)ilitybelow _is amount_11notbe possible: I.e.. _'_:ls
_il be spentto _ leest act_eve fills levelof capebili_. _ 1AJ..C]

Figure A.5 Input Data/HRV Stage I
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MostL_e¥
Minimum

HELP / HRV Stage 2

The an0dpeted f-RV 5Zage 2 Ievel ot caloaioillty Is sioedfled re4_ve _o _ non_r_

design point cat:,ebiRiy end is e_mssed as • loen=e_t,age (%) of _e design point

c._pebiity ff_a{_ be ecti eyed, me.mum {S-2MXLq. mos_ !lke_y {S2MLLQ. and
minimum L32MNLq may be specified.

Antlclplf_d Stage 2 Nonrocundng CoS (MS}:/vte_mum possible [S2MT, NRC']. rnos_

lilly [S:M.NRC]. end minimum possible L'S2fVC,INRC] nonrecumng cost essocie£e<l
_tn Stage 2.

Level ol Cap: PI_V Stage 2 minirrxx_ acceptable level of ¢apebiity ret_ to _e

non_nei de_Jgn 10_n_ (e:,_ressed 8s • perceccege of _ design poim _e,,_elof

ce!0et_ity). A level of cac_e0iii_ below ffl_s emouil _1 not be possib4e; i.e., funds

wil_be spent ¢o a¢ leest achieve ff_is level of capability. [S2ALC]

Figure ,_L6 Input Oata/HRV Stage 2
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2005

5.0 I o.o I2.o )3.o_ Ie.oI
1.0 4.0 10.0 12.0_ 130

2006 2007 2008 2009 2010

C_o: _ Roe.No.

HELP I HRV - General

ItIs possible filet file ec_eyed 1eve ot ¢apeDi[itymay eocceed_le desJgnpoint leve_of
capei_iiLy. Two op_onsare possd_le:(e) consffein_e level of capebdityto _e c_esign
pointlevel at rr=r=rnumof nonrecumngcost, or Co) acce_t level of cepebi!ltyand rar_om_y
se_ct appropnme nonrecumngcost. The c_'x_cemey be made by s_ecif_ng "1" (I,e..
canexceed) or "0" 0.e., cannc(exceed) for Stage I (S1DEC] and Stage 2 [S2OEC].

To est_ll_ e second.or_errel_ons_ip I>oe_eenech_en_clteve of S_age 1 ¢apai_liCy
end Stage 2 cepe_iity, ff_efo_o,_ngtwovene_es may be spectltedff_a¢_armfy
fits second-orde_rele_onsttp:

• Percent change 111S1=lge2 ¢_o_lllty pe(rpercent r31Klge In Stage 1
¢=i=_bi_Ly, [S2S1A] =rid

• Percent change In _t=ge 2 ¢=p-h|llty per percent r,Jlimge squ_nid In Stage 1

_ogl ere specified _t SCa_e1and Stage 2 designpoint.

Percent of Nonrecuntng Corot (of St=gee 1 end 2_ MmdeEsch Ye=_. The Stage 1
end 2 nonrecurringcosts canbe spreed ove_ten (10] years, =t_es_ecitlc years
being es indicated, by speci_mg tile percent s_ent eech ye_'. The sumof _e
petcen_ges _ 0me mustequel ICX).[CSHRVS 1(N) and [C:SHRVS2(N]]

Figure A.7 Input Data/HRV - General
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inputOata/P'a_ad

P/tco_ F4ru_ Mass_ Nomma PA.doskjnM_m'gn(K,s_}
Monreo_.n_.m_/

,ostu_ I 40_ 2oI
Mvs_urn I 3el 1el

$_ of P/L Cost to Incmaso in Desert NarcjJn

(_ decrease _ _ _ in marojn)

Ma_m_um PosSe Reduction n P/L Cost _ to

Increase in P/L Margin (_¢ mduc_on _ncost)

A PrioriMargn
P/Is per Mismon

13_te:_--"_'1 Ref. No.

HELP I Payload

The payload cost per ur_t mass {K$/kg) ls spec_d at the nominal pa)4oad deszg-_
rn_. Both norreoJ_ and r_:umng costs are spec_led in terms of m_amurn

possible [Pt._ RC and PI._CL most likely [PLN LN RC and F_..N LP,CL
possl:_ [PU4NNRC and PLh4NRCI v_ues.

To account for changes in notweo.x_ng and recumng pa)4oad costs that may resutt

from changes _ design _. sm'_s_Ity coefflaen_ may be spe(_fledthat :ndic_te

the percent decrease incost per percent incre_,e kn_v_ole pa)Ho_d design

margin. [PLSENNRC az_dR..SENRq

The rna_'r_m poss_b_ reducik_s in PR. nonrecutrr R and recumng cost due to an

increase in P/L margin are spe<_led. [MXNRCH and NXRCCH I. These are e0q:xessed

as a _ reducJJon in cost and are used to 1:gacea _ on the m_m'num cos-[' impact of
pa),k_d margin.

A Prion Margin: A priod pa)4oad design margin (_). [A_G]

P/Is Per Mission: A_'-_:je number of payloads launched per missY. [PLPM]

. ........................::....................:............. , ........ ,...........................................

Figure A.8 /aput Data/Payload
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Cost (Price)of an HRV Incoqxx-atud into HRV eeet (MS)

Most Uko_
N_

Pen:e_t of Fleet Investment Made Each Year (_;)

2001 2002 2003 2004 2006

pen:_ ofJn_-_n_ I o.ol o.ot o'.ol o.o( O.Ol
(Must Sum _o 100) 2006 2o07 2008 200g 201 o

[ 2o.0 1 '26.o[ _S.Ot 20.o t 10.0 1

HELP I Fleet

No, of HRVs In Fleet: The nurn0erof HRVs pu'ct_sed _ make uDttle _ee(."
B_OHRV]

Annu_d Ropllcemer_ Colt: Percentage (%) of HRV flee(cos__at is spent per yeer.
onaverage, [orreplocomems, (p-L.TRP]

Cost (PTt¢*) Ofan HLV Incorp_ Into _o HRV Fleet The cos_(pnce) is
considered as 8n unce_twvenable _et is speafled interms of rn_rnum poss;ble
[FIMXHRV], mo_ I1<_ p'M.J-RV], and n_nimumposs=i_e{FEvt,_-_V] venues.(MS)

Percent of Fleet _nveldment M_de Each Year (%): Cost sl_'eedng Of_e I1ee¢
I_ent is a(:complls/leCtby specn_lng_e percent Of_)e cost inCL_Te_in eec_
Of_e indicatedyears. _ across al yeers must be equalto 1[]0 _ercent else _'le
screen cannotDe e_te_.
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Inputl_d-a_nfras_e

Launc_ ]nfr-astnJCt_einvestment(MS]

Most Like_f
NW_

Perce_ of f_e Inveslmerff _4ade EachYear (_;)
! 996 1997 19_8 1999 2000

_rc_t of]_-_n_ I 0-01 0.0) 0.01 0.01 0.0I
(Must sumto 100) 2001 2002 2003 2004 2006

[ I0.01 20.0i 3001 20.0I 20.0t

o=.:

HELP I Infrastructure

L=unctt Ir=rri_tucture Irwer_znen¢(MS): The ma@l_cle (MS) ot_e Inves_ent requ=r_l
for t_e infre_'ucture req_red to support_ s_eczfledercnitec=Jre.The i_ent
Is considerecl as an uncer_ntvvanal_le requring speaflcaClono/_e ma_mum
possible O,.F1vO_,mostIk_ O.FML}. _ minimumpossibleO.J::l_ values.

Percent of l_¢ture Investmen¢ Made Ezch Year _'_,|: Cost sgmectlng_ltle
Intres_c_re inves_ner¢Is eccom_st'_KI by speci_ng _e ;_rcen_ of_e
InvesO'nen_tl_<le in eec_ of1/zeindc_ed years. _urn ecrossel years mustbe
equal Io 1o0 pe'cen¢ e_sett_es_ree_ cannot be e_ted.

Figure A.IO Input Data/Infrastructure
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HP,VTmasp(_(mlonCostp_"U_ _ Mass(K_.g)

Most Li_
M_mum

ELV Tl-anspon_n Costper Ur_t Payload Mass (Y,._kg) _ HRV becomes Opecatlonal

"='=Most
Minimum

Date: _ Ref. No.

HEld= I Operatlons Tnmsport_on Cost

HRIV Tran=l=oftmlon C==d pot Unit P_flead Ilk== _<$Jkl_: The cost (KS)o/placing
a unitpe_4oedmass 0¢JJinto LEO via an HRV, The ¢ens_o_a_ioncost per unit
pe_oad mass is considered as an uncertaintyvedablare(luidng speciflca0c_ of _e
If_lximut'n possible _C_KHRV_. most Ilkaly[TC_LHRV], and rninimun_possible
rrCMJ,_RV] velues.

ELV Tnm=porttl_n Coal P*¢ Ll_lt Pt, t_ad 14m 0<SJ1<ld:The cost0<$] o¢piecing
dlunitpayload mass (1<g}into LEO vie an ELV. The D'ensporralJoncostper unit
payload mass is to be es_maled for tbe lime v_an ¢,e HRV becomes operalional.
The cos_:is con_dere<l es an unc_tainty,,_mal_e reqJ=tingspeal_calJonof_e
mcdmum possible ['TC_LV], mo_ ike_ ['rC_ELV]. end minin'u'npossible
ITC_ELV1_.

Figure A.I1 Input Data/Operations Transportation Cost
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Input Dsta/R & T Program

on:

, _,w _ [
HELP I R&T Program

Research & Technology I_'ogram Co=t (MCJ:The to_ costof _e HRV research and
technologypcograrn.The R&Tprogram costis considered as an uncertainty
vedeb_e requiringspeciflcscionof 1_1erru_mum possableLlvOCTPC],most likely
I_LTPC], alx:lminimum possible {MN'TPC|vshJes.

Percent of R&T Progrim Co_ Spent E,,ch Ye_ ('%): For eech o,"_'m indicated_ers
(staring at_e pre.,iouslyspecified year ofsta_ of _e anetysis)i¢is necessary
to specify _e percent _ _e totedR&T programcosts_et _ I be incurred eec_
y_er. The sumof _e percerza<jes8cz'osss_1year,smuszbe equal _o 100 percen{
else _e screencannot be exited.

Figure A.12 Input Data/R&T Program Cost
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Figure A.13 Architecture Summary

ARCHITECTURE AN NU,,_U.COST (MS)

[T_p_calExample:Geor_a Tect_-
Reference Numbs':
St-artof HRV OperslJonsJ 201 O( Year

HRV St-age1
HRV Stage 2
InfrastnJcI_e

HRV Pa_oads
ELV Payloads
Reet Irweslment

Reet Replacement
Tedmolo(jy Program

To_ NonreoJmng Cost
"Std, _"

HRV LaurK:hOps.
ELV La_Jr_ Ops.
HRV P'_oads
ELV Pa_oad_

Tot-a/Recurmg Cost
• Std. De_alJon"

Tot-_Annual Cost
• Std, De'_t'_n •

2OO9

o
o

16.661

422
0
0

16.675
1673

0

_.670
0

22.32_
27.9_6,

I .,6711
21751

2010 2011

01 0 I
o
0 3,'723

17.203 14.653
211 0

0 106
0 o

17.646 18,382
1832 1666

Date:

2012 2013 2014
01 0 0

10.11i Oo O°
19.642 22,268

10,0151 2.229 I.I80
O 0' 0

106 106, 106
0 01 0

,20.230 21,979 23.623
1364 1886 2061

0 79 _ 214 416F 472

6.124 6.262 3.672 711 41_
0 6.212 14.154 27.499 31.161

24,112 20.718 14.065 3.036 1.630

30.236 , 31271 ,32.006 31,723 33.677
1601 1303 1179 1679 1902

_7._fl,9._{ 62_8 63.699[" _oo I
z_81 21c_1 ..I_96L, _6_I '_o6

Figure A.14 Architecture Annual Cost (Table)
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Figure A.15 Architecture Annual Cost (Graph)

Figure A.16 Architecture Cumulative Cost (Graph)
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